The 5 dimensions of the being
Uniting with all the dimensions of oneself
“Dear children of Light, your cellular memory KNOWS that all the dimensions are
neither places, nor time-spaces, but rather properly speaking “states of being”. Everything
else is just an illusion: the pseudo reality surrounding you, this world in which you have
chosen to “densify”, all is nothing but experimentation and life experience in order to learn
to master your creating Self.
You have long lost contact with the divine part in you. You’ve experimented the
materialization of your physical body (1st dimension: state of body), then the taming of
your emotional body (2nd dimension: state of soul) and the development of your mental
body called intelligence (3rd dimension: state of spirit). The 4th dimension, also called the
state of Awakening, is simply the opening to your relational body: the intrinsic
Consciousness of being a part of everything that surrounds you and of being connected to
the universal creative Source (no matter how you call it: God, Energy or simply LIFE!)
Once you have “tasted” the Awakening of Consciousness, all your life’s experience is
transformed. You can no longer consider reality as being outside of yourself. All the people
you meet, all the symptoms you feel, everything then appears as a mirror of yourself, the
revelation of your deeper being.
Since the beginning of time your thoughts create, your emotions create, your life choices
create... they create this unreal world in which you had locked yourself up. The veil is being
definitely lifted between the unconsciousness – which is subjected to every event without
understanding the meaning of it – and the higher Consciousness which henceforth
KNOWS that everything is a reflection of the creating Self (subjected or not to your own
inner duality).
Consequently you already are a MULTIDIMENSIONAL BEING. You are connected to all
that lives and, as a result, you have access to all the past experiences, all the knowledge
accumulated along the centuries and all the HEALING available in the Universe. You only
have to ask, to reclaim your co-creating power...and say YES to your full potential, to the
divine being that you are!
The past no longer exist. As soon as you open up to universal Consciousness, you are no
longer submitted to the unhappy experiences or traumas from the past. You only have to
activate you cellular memory to get in touch with your inner Wisdom, the part of you that
KNOWS that it is already healed, in absolute LOVE towards the divine being that dwells
within you. You only have to FORGIVE yourself your passing blindness, not your errors
or failures, but only the temporary forgetfulness of WHO YOU REALLY ARE.

It’s too simple, you say? Try it out: reactivate this thought of Light, “I AM WHO I AM,
IN COMMUNION WITH THE UNIVERSAL SOURCE” and watch miracles unfold
before your own eyes here and now. “Encrypt” this absolute truth in each one of your cells
by simply visualizing a beautiful violet ray (the Violet Flame) which not only purifies and
eliminates your old “programming”, but “cauterizes” all your old wounds to give way to
unlimited Happiness and Joy. This state of Consciousness “I AM” is the ultimate secret of
Ascension. You simply have to “seal” this message of LOVE in all your living cells for Joy
and the perpetual state of Grace, also called the 5th dimension, to arise in you!
So, you no longer have to “work hard”, continue to walk on or to evolve more:
EVERYTHING IS ALREADY HERE, written in your cellular memory – which only a
single thought of SERENE LOVE can fully reactivate. And this LOVE is contagious; it
spreads around the entire Earth not like a “mortal” virus but like an ETERNAL one.
The planetary rising of Consciousness depends on that final YES to the fusion of your
entire being with your divine Essence. Don’t resist any more, there are no efforts required...
just to REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE and renew your YES at every instant, every
second of eternity in your soul and universal Consciousness! That’s it, you’ve finally
arrived: goodbye duality! Welcome to your own place! Welcome home!”
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